
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for choosing a Banner Support System, the unique lightweight banner system for outdoor use.

1. Insert the flexilble rod tips all the way into the end of each pocket. Be careful not to let go of the rod and have it flick
    out of your control and cause injury.  Do not run hands along the rod as you may pick up a fibreglass splinter.
    Handle with care.

2. The rod will straighten itself, creating a banner that stands out from the pole at all times, even in zero wind.
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BSS Information:

BSS pockets are sewn down the leading edge which is
the edge next to the flagpole and also at the top across
towards the “fly” end fo the flag. The length of these 
pockets is 20% of the total length of the flag.

The pocket starts 33% of the way down the leading 
edge & is sewn back towards the finial corner which is 
positioned in the top left corner.

The horizontal pocket starts at the top right corner of
the flag & is sewn towards the finial corner.

The Flexible rod is then inserted and will straighten 
itself, creating a flag / banner which stands out from 
the pole at all times, even in zero wind.
.

Administration:
(p) +61 2 9571 1972   (f) +61 2 9475 0863

All Mail:
Suite 25, Upper Deck, 26-32 Pirrama Road, 
Jones Bay Wharf, Pyrmont NSW 2009,

Call Today!

02 9571 1972
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Pocket starts here
this end is left open.

Pocket �nishes here and is closed 
with double layer cloth or even a
canvas insert preferable and double
normal stitching.
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